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Dark energy and the aether
· Dark energy is empirically homogeneous

– Dominates total density of universe but not of clumped
systems such as galaxies or clusters

· Treat as fluid with strange equation of state:
– w = pressure / energy density

· An invariant vacuum requires w = -1

· Thus w neq -1 defines a special reference frame, which could
move relative to the frame of the mean matter



Sensitivity to the vacuum
Vacuum affects  H(z) via Friedmann equation:
H2(z) = H2

0  [ ΩM (1+z) 3 + ΩR (1+z) 4 + ΩV (1+z) 3 (1+w)  + (1-Ω) (1+z) 2 ]
                        matter             radiation         vacuum

Alters D(z) via r = ∫ c dz / H(z)

And growth via 2H dδ/dt term
in growth equation

Effects  of w are:

(1) Small (need D to 1% for w to 5%)

(2) Degenerate with changes in Ωm
To measure w to a few %, we need
independent data on Ωm and to be able
to control systematics to ~ parts in 1000

Rule of 5



Inferring H(z)
Main routes (some more

direct than others):

1) Ages of stellar
populations

2) Geometrical D(z) from
BAO and gravitational
lensing

3) Standard candle D(z)
from SNe

4) Growth of fluctuations
(via lensing or peculiar
velocities in redshift
surveys)1205.3431



Possible explanations for Dark Energy

(1) Denial

(2) Cosmological constant (1919)

(3) Vacuum energy (Nernst 1916, then 1960s)

(4) Dynamical ‘Dark Energy’ (1980s/1990s)
- Empirical  w = P / ρ c2;  fit w(a) = w0 + wa(1-a)

- ‘Quintessence’: use inflationary technology of w<0
from scalar fields



The zero-point energy of the
vacuum

New physics causes cutoff of high-energy modes. Common
to set Emax=EPlanck : origin of 10120 discrepancy

But this is just radiation with occupation no. = ½

Need relativistic cutoff procedure

Nernst (1916)



The bare Λ can absorb divergence

Zeldovich 1968

Sakharov 1968

Renormalized vacuum density for particle of
mass m and cutoff scale M:

(Koksma & Prokopec 1105.6296)



Supersymmetry

Thus cancellation beyond energy scale of SUSY breaking

In summary, many ways to get vacuum density of either sign
(even without Dirac negative-energy ‘sea’ (Condon & Mack
1930). Dimensionally, always end up with ρ ~ M4, where
there is no need for M to exceed TeV scales

So real vacuum problem is that observed energy scale is at
meV level: discrepancy of 15 powers of 10, not 120



Perhaps ZPE doesn’t gravitate?

Zeldovich 1968: think of vacuum
density as related to virtual particles:
one per de Broglie wavelength:

Must at least have gravitational interaction
between particles:

Now needs m = 100 MeV

(Implausible: Casimir attraction between conducting plates
shows differences in vacuum energy are certainly real)



Quintessence

Ratra & Peebles (1988):
consider rolling scalar field
with an arbitrary potential as
dynamical vacuum energy

Two equations of state for the vacuum:

(1) Potential dominates: w = -1
(2) Kinetic term dominates: w = +1  (⇒ ρv ∝ a-6)

- thus redshift away kinetic term: leaves ‘frozen’ field that
is indistinguishable from Λ



Tracker solutions: explaining ρDE ~ ρm

Suppose ρm ∝ a-α

Look for a solution with fixed ρv/ρm

- not slow-roll, since need K ∝ V

Solution:

with ρv/ρm = α/λ2

But tracks equally well in matter and
radiation era, and is an attractor. Can
only ‘switch on’ w = -1 today if we
fine-tune a feature in the potential

time

density
matter

DE
now



k-essence
What about a general ‘kinetic’ term?

Now tracking requires w = wmatter

Step from f=X2 (rad era) to very steep (matter)

⇒ rad-matter transition can trigger Λ (in principle)



Perturbed dark energy

Scalar fields can transmit
sound

cs = c for standard kinetic
term: incompressible inside
horizon

Larger effects possible with
k-essence (if w deviates
from -1)

In practice, surprisingly
small effect on CMB

Hannestad 0504017



Further complications

· Unified DM/DE: can tune k-essence to have small
sound speed at high density (but why?)

· Moduli fields can affect particle properties – e.g.
potential evolution of fine-structure constant:
persistent claims of detection of shifts at the level
of δα/α ~ 10-5

· Coupled Dark Matter and DE: time dependence of
DM mass, which affects rate of structure growth
(erroneous indication of modified gravity -
1004.1920)



The equation of state:
present knowledge

Combined:

Future probes
need to
achieve <1%
accuracy in
D(z)



Pivot redshifts
Assume   w = w0 + wa(1-a)

If observe degeneracy
w0 = A + Bwa,

⇒ w = A + (B+1-a)wa

⇒ zpivot = 1/(1+B)  - 1

Method zpivot

CMB 0.43

BAO z=1 0.54

BAO z=1+3 0.85

Lensing 0.25

Basically observe w at z near 0.5,
with poor constraints on evolution



Proving Λ with help from Bayes

Trotta: decide if you need
a new parameter, p,
based on Evidence ratio:

E = LR X (σ / Δp)

where σ is your accuracy
and Δp is the prior range

So an accurate but
inconclusive experiment
can say ‘enough is
enough’

Maybe σ(w)=0.01 is just
enough



Two problems with all this
Still have to solve the classical
vacuum energy problem

The why now
problem

time

density

matter

vacuum now

future is vacuum
dominated



The answer to ‘why now’ must be anthropic

· One-universe anthropic
– Life (structure) only after

matter-radiation equality
– Not controversial
– k-essence would do
– But need to solve classical Λ

=0 problem

· Many-universe anthropic
– Predates landscape, but

requires new physics for
variable Λ

– Can we ‘detect’ the
ensemble?

– Sound logic (exoplanets)



How to get a variable Λ

Simplest idea: linear potential (Linde,
Vilenkin, Garriga) with quantum fluctuations

+ inflationary multiverse

ϕ

V(ϕ)

V=0

δϕ



Weinberg’s prediction



Bayesian mediocrity

Assume you are a randomly-selected member of all
observers ever generated in the multiverse

Bayes:   P( Λ | observer ) ∝ Pprior(Λ) Ngal(Λ)

Take prior on vacuum energy constant  over small range
around zero (not a special value)

Number of galaxies depends on fraction of universe
collapsed into characteristic mass



Efstathiou 1995

Again,
correctly
predicted
the value
of Λ

No greater
precision
possible -
do we just
live with
this?

 = Ωv = 1 - Ωm

uncertain Ωm h2



Dark energy or modified gravity?

?

Dark energy: inferred assuming H(z) comes
from standard Friedmann equation.

Focus on equation of state w = P / ρ c2 (= -1?)
assumes DE is a real substance − but is it?

H2(z) = H2
0  [ (1-Ω) (1+z) 2 + ΩM (1+z) 3 + ΩR (1+z) 4 + ΩDE (1+z) 3 (1+w)  ]

Curvature                     matter                 radiation          extra term from non-Einstein?



How can we tell?

Measure gravity on intermediate scales, using
the rate of growth of density fluctuations and

the ‘peculiar velocities’ (deviations from uniform
expansion) associated with this structure

formation



When is GR not GR?
· Definition of GR: write covariant equations
· Needs metric connection for general 4-vectors

· RW metric comes entirely from symmetry
· Einstein gravity from Lagrangian

· Generalise to e.g. f(R) Lagrangian
– Still consistent with the principle of GR

· But want to account for dark energy without wrecking
Solar System tests
– Scope for scale dependence of gravity



Phenomenology of modified gravity

· Adopt longitudinal gauge (in effect gauge-invariant)

· In MG, potentials can differ (‘slip’: affects lensing),
plus Poisson equation is modified.

· No standard notation. Good refs are Skordis
(0806.1238) or Daniel et al. (1002.1962). Assume
modifications negligible at high z, since no DE then:

· Combine to affect growth of fluctuations



DE-gravity degeneracy

γ

0.55

–1         wp

RSD BAO γ + w = a ± b

w = c ± d

Overall still some
degeneracy

No justification for
common
assumption of w = -1
in MOG models



MOG degeneracy
(Observe matter fluctuations and relate to velocities and to

light deflection)

Define uncorrelated
combinations related
to lensing and LSS



Combined constraints (Daniel & Linder 2011)

CFHTLS
lensing
claims
deviation

- not seen
by
COSMOS



Back to 1990: the CDM argument for Λ

Why wasn’t this correct
argument from lack of
small-scale CMB
immediately accepted?



1996 Leiden School: still in denial



1996: The CMBFAST revolution

Flat Ωm = 0.3
(vacuum
dominated)

Open Ωm = 0.3
(no vacuum)



Prospects for 2020+: probe LCDM at 1% level

Precision in band of width Δz = 0.1. Triangles show average over all bands

Scale Growth rate



Conclusions & outlook

· If the universe isn’t LCDM, it wants us to think it is
– DE consistent with w = -1 at few %
– Most explanations founder on classical vacuum energy

problem
– Ensemble approach currently the only thing that works

· Einstein gravity passes growth-rate check at 10% level

· 10% (now) ! 1% (2015) ! 0.1% (2025) statistically feasible

· Reaching this target robustly will teach us a lot about galaxy
formation…




